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Abstract

This paper presents a Genetic Algorithm for the Vehicle Routing and Scheduling
Problem with time windows and temporal synchronization constraints. That
means that as opposed to the usual procedure, in addition to the usual task
covering, some vertices must be served by more than one vehicle at the same time.
The chromosome coding used here is based on a proposed solution representation
by Mankowska et al. [19]. The Genetic Algorithm is able to solve their instance
types up to 20 vertices near to optimality. Even in greater instances with 100
vertices the solution quality of the Genetic Algorithm outperforms the Local
Search presented by Mankowska et al. [19], however with losses in runtime. In
order to get more comparable results, both solution approaches are evaluated
at the well-known benchmark instances of Bredström and Rönnqvist [6]. This
includes the presentation of a simple repair algorithm during the chromosome
crossover based on an insertion heuristic in order to achieve the hard time window
constraints of the benchmarks.

1 Motivation

The problem to create the most cost efficient routes from a depot to a set of ge-
ographically scattered customers was first mathematically described by Dantzig
and Ramser in 1959 [8]. During the last 50 years the so-called Vehicle Routing
Problem (VRP) has opened up a new research area in the operational research.
It was subject of countless scientific publications, which can be justified by its
intellectual challenge and its fundamental practical relevance in the field of trans-
portation, distribution and logistics [15]. The research in the field of VRP and
its variants is ongoing, motivated by still unsolved theoretical as well as practical
problems [10].

The Vehicle Routing Problem with synchronization constraints (VRPS) is
recently one of the most investigated extensions of the classical VRP. Synchro-
nization in the context of this paper implies that routes depend on each other
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in spatial and temporal aspects. That means that there is at least one vertex
which requires simultaneous operations of two vehicles or service operators, re-
spectively. Since cooperation between teams/workers is widely held precondition
to accomplish a task in the real world, the problem arises in various contexts.
Ioachim et al. [13] describe a weekly fleet assignment and routing problem. Be-
cause of marketing purposes uniform flights on different days have to be sched-
uled at the same time. The study by Dohn et al. [9] focuses on the scheduling
of ground handling tasks in some of Europe’s major airports. In some cases the
cooperation of several teams is required to complete one task between the arrival
and the subsequent departure of an aircraft.

Not only in the aviation industry teams must be formed, deployed, and dis-
band flexibly, Li et al. [16] tackle an efficient manpower allocation and scheduling
problem for the Port of Singapore. Another example are cable companies pro-
viding internet services, not infrequently services jobs require a combination of
different technicians whose visits must be synchronized or must fulfill precedence
constraints [24]. Salazar-Aguilar et al. [25] mentioned synchronization problems
at snow plowing operations. Since some roads have multiple lanes, the plowing
and spreading deicers operations on these roads have to be done by a synchro-
nized fleet of vehicles. Amaya et al. [1,2] study the road network marking in
Quebec, where service vehicles can be refilled at certain points, provided that a
corresponding refill vehicle was spatially and temporally synchronized. But also
the Home-Health-Care sector is a well studied application of the VRPS. Some
health care services enforce simultaneous cooperation of at least two nurses at
the home of one patient, e. g. for lifting of a disabled person. Furthermore, some
drugs must be administered a certain time before providing a meal or medications
may require monitoring at a later time of the day [19]. Another context of tem-
poral dependencies are forest operations described by Bredström and Rönnqvist
[6]. Since forwarding can only be done once the harvesting has been performed,
a coordination of both teams is mandatory.

The wide spread of VRPS increases the need for efficient solutions procedures,
however, the additional set of synchronization constraint forecloses an optimal
solution for real world problem sizes. Even heuristic approaches struggle to find
good solutions in justifiable computation time. Due to interdependencies caused
by synchronization constraints the change of one route may affect other routes
and their feasibility. This constitutes a fundamental difference to the traditional
VRP. Consequently, many established approaches and solution procedures are
not directly applicable. To the best of our knowledge, there is no Genetic Al-
gorithm (GA) adaption for the VRPS. Due to synchronization constraints, the
established chromosome decoding (splitting) process by Dynamic Programming
(DP) is excluded [7,22]. It is therefore impossible to label the auxiliary graph
completely, because decision stages (nodes), which require a simultaneous oper-
ation, cannot be evaluated. The aim of this paper is to overcome this problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present
some background information about different modeling approaches of temporal
synchronization and the applied solutions methods. Section 3 provides a prob-
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lem description and defines the integer problem formulation. Subsequently, we
explain the adaption for our GA in section 4, which includes a modified permu-
tation solution representation by [19] for chromosome decoding, a corresponding
Append-Heuristic (AH) for the chromosome encoding, crossover procedure, pop-
ulation development and a repair algorithm to achieve possible hard time win-
dow constraints. The application is successfully tested on the provided problem
instances of [19]. However, these results are based on a very specific problem for-
mulation. To make the proposed procedure more comparable, the GA evaluates
the benchmark (BM) instances of Bredström and Rönnqvist [6]. The results are
presented in section 5 and some concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2 Literature Review

Due to the variedness of VRPS applications, literature offers a wide range of
solution approaches. An essential difference of these strategies lies in the mathe-
matical formulation of synchronization constraints. The use of a vehicle indepen-
dent time variable Ti determining the operation start time at vertex i is sufficient
to ensure temporal synchronization, providing an arc-variable based formulation
[9,16,17]. In doing so, there is no need for further explicit constraints linking
the scheduling variables of all involved vehicles [10]. The drawback is, that no
precedence can be expressed. Because of this, the majority of publications use a
vehicle-dependent scheduling variable Tik within an arc-variable based formula-
tion.

Regardless of the modeling these time variables, the methods of decompo-
sition - column generation and Branch-and-Price - are considered to be more
difficult. Usually, the time variable remains in the master problem in an path-
variable formulation. The dual variables of the corresponding constraints induce
linear costs on the vertices in the subproblems, which requires a non-trivial adap-
tion of the standard labeling algorithms. Ioachim et al. [13] and Bélanger et al.
[4] present an advanced labeling procedures to deal with this issue. Dohn et al.
[9] achieve a master problem which does not contain the scheduling variable Ti.
This is possible because a column within their Branch-and-Price approach intro-
duces an additional time dimension, containing every possible start time within
the schedule horizon, measured in minutes. That means, to meet a customers de-
mand for vehicles, the master problem has to obtain a vehicle-path-combination
with identical operation start times for the associated vertex of every involved
vehicle or column, respectively.

Moreover, to obtain synchronization within the master problem several au-
thors propose to branch on time windows [4,5,9,13,23]. That means, if a solution
of the relaxed master problem contains paths visiting the same vertex at different
times, two new branches are created. This is done by splitting a fractal Ti or in
the middle of two different Tik contravening the synchronization constraint. The
goal is to limit the possible operation start time more and more, until ultimately
only one possible start time remains. In many cases, it becomes necessary to
check the feasibility of all paths within the current tableau of the master prob-
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lem with regard to the new time window restrictions. However, a prerequisite
is that the time assumes as a discrete dimension, which is not a requirement of
reality. Furthermore, branching on time windows is not sufficient to guarantee
the integerity of a solution, mostly branching on the common path-variables is
used at the end [10].

Haddadene et al. [12] investigate the influence of different objectives and
formulations of the VRPS as mixed integer linear program (MILP) using IBM
Optimization Programming Language (OPL). Kergosien et al. [14] propose sev-
eral cutting techniques and a two criteria objective in a lexicographic way to
improve the exploration significantly. The first term is a cost criteria repre-
senting the accumulated distance or travel time, respectively. The second term
depicts a corrective term that helps to avoid the exploration of identical solu-
tions considering homogeneous vehicles. Bredström and Rönnqvist [6] developed
a matheuristic, which iteratively solves their MILP formulation [5], wherein the
amount of arcs contained in the graph is greatly reduced. In every iteration
only some randomly generated additional arcs and arcs used in the current best
known solution are allowed. If a better solution is obtained, it serves as the best
known solution in the next iteration.

However, the synchronization constraints are not only difficult to handle
for exact procedures. Most heuristics exploit the independence of routes, e. g.
the (intra and inter) shift and swap operators of Local Search (LS). Note that
the determination of scheduling variables and feasibility of not directly affected
routes is time intensive. Even a simple reallocation of one vertex within a route
may require the rescheduling of all other routes. To avoid this, Eveborn et al.
[11] split all vertices which require a synchronization between two vehicles into
two independent visits and fix a common starting time of those visits. They
formulate the resulting Vehicle Routing Problem with time windows (VRPTW)
as minimum matching problem. Subsequently, a repeated matching algorithm
is used to assign the vertices and vehicles or routes, respectively. The described
procedure is part of a decision support system LAPS CARE, which is currently
in operation at a number of home care providers in Sweden.

There are only few publications using established LS operators. Lim et al.
[17] apply shift, exchange and rearrange operator to explore the neighborhood
of a feasible solution. Since they collect information about the feasibility of an
arc during the graph construction, the feasibility check of these operators can be
done in constant time. Unfortunately, they do not give any information about
this procedure. Due to the fact that they not only apply their Local Search
operators on individual vertices but entire route segments, probably a related
method to Vidal et al. [33] was used, which would require a preprocessing with
the time complexity O(n2). Since Vidal et al. [33] do not consider interdepen-
dencies between routes, it may be necessary to repeat this preprocessing after
each move. In addition, Lim et al. [17] do not describe how their operators deal
with synchronization vertices. Even with a vehicle-independent scheduling vari-
able Ti, the arrival times of all participating vehicles at the associated vertex are
required regardless of whether a synchronization customer is directly affected by
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an Local Search operator or not. Since whole route segments were allocated it
would be very sophisticated by a single arc validation to ensure a consistent order
of customers to be synchronized across all routes. An example of an inconsistent
ordering is illustrated in figure 1. This problem occurs if at least two synchro-
nization vertices are operated by the same vehicles. In both corresponding routes
the associated vertices must be served in the same order.

Ri Rj

R′
j R′

i

Fig. 1. Inconsistent order of customers to be synchronized across two routes

The implementation of Append Heuristics (AH) in various procedures turned
out to be particularly promising. The concept is to represent the solution as a
permutation of vertices. Iteratively, from the first element of the permutation
to the last element, the corresponding vertex is added to the end of a specific
route or two routes, respectively, if the vertex requires a simultaneous opera-
tion. Because the inserted vertex is always the current last, rescheduling is not
required, which represents the main advantage of these procedures. All vertices,
which require synchronization, are fully processed within one iteration. That
means, that the operation start time at the associated vertex is simultaneously
determined for all involved vehicles in one step. In addition, a consistent order
of these customers across routes is guaranteed. Within the permutation, the tra-
ditional LS-operators can be used. However, the LS-operator usually requires a
reconstruction of the solution by AH. This approach is part of different heuristic
procedures involving LS [15,16,19]. Labadie et al. [15] generate a solution from
a given sequence or permutation, respectively, of all customers by a straight for-
ward algorithm. At each iteration a set of vehicles is determined which are able
to serve the associated vertex. If several vehicles can fulfill the operation without
time window violation, the vehicle with the lowest travel costs is selected. In case
of insufficient number of vehicles to serve a customer, the solution is infeasible
and is discarded. Starting from a feasible permutation Labadie et al. [15] apply
a relocate operator during an iterative Local Search. Subsequently, the detailed
solution is obtained by the AH.

Li et al. [16] propose a Simple-Append and a Block-Insertion heuristic to con-
struct a solution from a given permutation. Since their objective is to minimize
the total number of workers and new hires are allowed, these procedures always
generate a feasible solution no matter what the input sequence is. So they can
easily apply a Block-Transposition and a Block-Reverse to generate neighbors
within a Simulated Annealing approach. Mankowska et al. [19] developed a ma-
trix solution representation including all vehicle-vertex assignments in a column
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wise notation. They introduce eight different Local Search operators which can
be applied to their solution representation. At each iteration of their AH the
vertex within one column is scheduled at the end of the routes of all vehicles
that have an entry of the associated vertex in their row. Furthermore, they use
a soft constraint for the latest possible operation start time of a vertex. In doing
so, Mankowska et al. [19] obviate time consuming checks of time window com-
pliance. Moreover, this ensures that their operators produce feasible solutions
exclusively. Overall, they introduce three different LS procedure, which includes
a steepest descent search, a merged neighborhood search and an adaptive vari-
able neighborhood search. All procedures were successfully tested at real world
instances with up to 300 vertices.

A further solution approach used is constraint programming (CP). The CP
paradigm has been successful in solving hard combinatorial problems especially
in tightly constrained problems. Problems are expressed in terms of variables,
domains and constraints specifying which assignments of values in the domain
of variables are allowed. The solution procedure uses complete search techniques
such as depth-first search and branch and bound. Rousseau et al. [24] use a
Constrained-Based-Insertion to generate a initial solution, which is further im-
proved by Local Search operators and Tabu-Search. Their application was suc-
cessfully tested at Solomon [30] benchmark instances.

3 Problem formulation

Let G = (N̄ , A) be a complete directed graph, where N̄ = {o, d, 1, ..., n} is a
node set and A = {(i, j)|i 6= j, i ∈ N̄ \ {d}, j ∈ N̄ \ {o}} is the arc set. For
each arc (i, j) ∈ A the weight dij is defined by the positive distance or traveling
time, respectively. The nodes o and d represent the central depot for a fleet of
vehicles K and the nodes N = {1, ..., n} are the customers to be served. Due to
synchronization N = NR ∪ NS contains two disjunct subsets. Let NS denote
the set of all vertices which require synchronized operations of two vehicles and
let NR denote the set of all regular vertices which can be proceeded by a single
vehicle. Moreover, for each vertex i ∈ N an associated time window is defined
as [ei, li], where ei ≥ 0 and li ≥ 0 terminate the earliest and the latest possible
start time of a vehicle operation at vertex i. The duration of an operation at
vertex i ∈ N is equal to hi.

We use a preprocessing step to generate the subset Ki including all compat-
ible vehicles for a customer i ∈ N and the subset Ak including all relevant arcs
for a vehicle k ∈ K, if there is a heterogeneous fleet. In doing so, the model is
able to express required vehicle qualifications for serving a customer i ∈ N or
possible preferences between vehicles and customers. The presented core model
of VRPS (equations (1)-(7)) is an approach to unite the problem formulations
of Bredström and Rönnqvist [6] and Mankowska et al. [19]. The model contains
at least two decision variables, the binary routing variable Xijk ∈ {0, 1} and the
scheduling variable Tik ≥ 0. Furthermore, we introduce the binary Yk ∈ {0, 1}
to consider if a vehicle is used in the solution or not.
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∑
k∈Ki

∑
j|(i,j)∈Ak

Xijk =

{
1 if i ∈ NR

2 otherwise
∀i ∈ N (1)

∑
j|(o,j)∈Ak

Xojk =
∑

j|(j,d)∈Ak

Xjdk = 1 ∀k ∈ K (2)

∑
j|(o,j)∈Ak∧j∈N

Xojk ≤ Yk ∀k ∈ K (3)

∑
j|(i,j)∈Ak

Xijk −
∑

j|(j,i)∈Ak

Xjik = 0 ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ Ki (4)

Tik + dij + hi −M(1−Xijk) ≤ Tjk ∀k ∈ K, (i, j) ∈ Ak (5)

M

2−
∑

j|(j,i)∈Ak

Xjik −
∑

j|(j,i)∈Al

Xjil

 ≥ Til − Tik ∀i ∈ NS , l, k ∈ Ki (6)

−M

2−
∑

j|(j,i)∈Ak

Xjik −
∑

j|(j,i)∈Al

Xjil

 ≤ Til − Tik ∀i ∈ NS , l, k ∈ Ki (7)

Constraint (1) guarantees that every vertex i ∈ N is served according to
it’s requirements. Since some vertices require a simultaneously treatment, the
number of incoming arcs must be equal to 1 or 2, respectively. If a vehicle k ∈ K
is used in a solution, it’s origin o and destination d must be the central depot
(2). In constraint set (3) the Yk is linked to the routing variable Xijk. Hence,
Yk = 1 if a vehicle k leaves the origin o to serve a vertex i ∈ N . Equation
(4) represents the flow conservation constraint. Constraints (5) determine the
start times Tik of the operations with respect to the proceeding time hi and the
traveling time dij . It ensures that Tik of operations along the route of a vehicle k
are strictly increasing. Since a return to an already served vertex would violate
the start time of the prior operations, the constraints (5) avoid cycles, so no
further sub-tour elimination is necessary.

The equations (6) and (7) are the additional synchronization constraints.
The constraint sets enforce the equality of start times Tik and Til providing
vehicles k and l serve vertex i. If further temporal dependencies of operations like
precedence should be considered a maximum time distance δmax

i and minimum
time distance δmin

i could be added at the left hand side of the constraints (6)
and (7), respectively.

The following constraints represent two different modeling approaches of time
windows. Both differ in their handling of delays. These approaches are briefly
presented separately, since the developed GA can be applied to both. Bredström
and Rönnqvist [6] strictly forbid start times earlier than ei and later than li.
Their corresponding constraint (8) imposes that Tik = 0 in case of

∑
j|(j,i)Xjik =

0, meaning that the hard time window constraint is binding, if and only if, the
vehicle k performances the operations at vertex i directly after the operation at
vertex j.
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ei
∑

j|(i,j)∈Ak

Xijk ≤ Tik ≤ li
∑

j|(i,j)∈Ak

Xijk ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ Ki (8)

Unlike Bredström and Rönnqvist [6], Mankowska et al. [19] allow an ex-
ceedance of li, which is expressed by a tardiness Zi in constraint (9). So in case
of soft time window constraint li, there is at least one additional non-negative de-
cision variable Zi ≥ 0. Furthermore, Mankowska et al. [19] introduced Zmax ≥ 0
denoting the maximal tardiness observed in the whole solution in equation (10).
In doing so, they avoid an unbalanced distribution of tardiness Zi between cus-
tomers i ∈ N . That means, it should be ruled out that only a few customers
accumulate a large amount of tardiness at the favor of the remaining customers.

Tik ≤ li + Zi ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ Ki (9)

Zmax ≥ Zi ∀i ∈ N (10)

Note, this MILP does not contain an objective. There are a several publi-
cations with many different objectives, which mostly depend on additional side
constraints caused by their specific applications. A variety of objective can al-
ready be applied for the model presented here. An examination of some of the
most common objective criteria is done in the computational study in section 5.

4 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms are randomized metaheuristics inspired by natural evolution.
Classical GAs maintain a population of chromosomes that encode the properties
of the corresponding individuals. The objective value of each solution represents
the fitness of the associated individual, e. g. distance or travel time. The repro-
duction process, known as crossover, is stochastically biased, since individuals
who are better adapted to their environment imply a higher probability of repro-
duction. The crossover selects two parent individuals and combines their most
promising features to create a new solution. The resulting offsprings exhibit some
characteristics of each parent. Furthermore, random mutations provide the nec-
essary diversity of the population to avoid premature convergence. According
the Darwinian principle only the fittest individuals of each generation survive.

Most of the adaptations of the classical GA to the VRP differ in terms to chro-
mosome encoding. In several publications this aspect is completely renounced
to apply various operations directly on the solution [21,28]. However, due to
the fact that these procedures cannot guarantee a consistent order of customers
to be synchronized across all routes, sophisticated repair algorithms would be
necessary to obtain feasibility in the context of VRPS [29]. An example for an
inconsistent order can be seen in figure 1.

Another recurring technique is the clustering according to the polar angle
or sweep-algorithm, respectively. In Thangiah [31,32] chromosomes encode a
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number polar angle according to the amount of available vehicles. These angles
are used to form independent clusters of customers, each served by a single
vehicle. Baker and Ayechew [3] encode an ordered list of vehicle assignment
(index of the associated vehicle), wherein the order is determined by the sorted
polar angles of the customers. Unfortunately, this encoding is foreclose, since
multiple vehicles have to operate within one cluster to obtain synchronization
or customers require more than one vehicle assignment, respectively.

The last mentioned chromosome encoding is the permutation of customers
without trip delimiter like in the context of Traveling Salesman Problems. In
the context of the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem Prins [22] introduced
a splitting procedure based on Dynamic Programming to ascertain the optimal
solution for each permutation. This method was successfully adapted to the
VRPTW by Cheng et al. [7] and to the VRP with simultaneous Pickup and
Delivery and Time Windows in Liu et al. [18] and Scheffler et al. [27]. Since
synchronization vertices require two assigned vehicles, the splitting by Prins [22]
is also excluded. However, an AH according to Labadie et al. [15] and Li et al.
[16] would be possible. Nevertheless, we have decided against it, as with this
decoding algorithms, even with unlimited computation time no optimality is
guaranteed. The following subsection introduces a new chromosome decoding
which overcomes all problems mentioned above.

4.1 Solution representation and chromosome encoding

The developed solution representation for the chromosome encoding is based on
a shortened matrix representation of Mankowska et al. [19]. The matrix Θr×c

is composed of c = 1, . . . , |N | columns and r = 3 rows. The top row r0 or the
horizontal header, respectively, indicates a vertex i ∈ N . The two rows r1 and r2
underneath contain the indices of the vehicles k, l ∈ Kr0 assigned to the vertex
in row r0 of the corresponding column. Depending on simultaneous treatment
requirements, each column has one or two vehicle assignments. Table 1 shows a
complete translation of a sample permutation with |N | = 7| and |K| = 3.

Table 1. Solution representation as permutation

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7
r0 7 2 4 3 6 5 1 Route k = 1: o− 7− 4− 6− d

Θr×c = r1 1 2 1 3 1 3 2 → AH → Route k = 2: o− 7− 2− 1− d
r2 2 - - - 3 - - Route k = 3: o− 3− 6− 5− d

Note, that this representation can be easily adapted to modified synchroniza-
tion constraints. If more vehicles are necessary for service operations on a vertex
at the same time, the matrix could be extended by the number of additional rows
needed. By using the row index of the assigned vehicles, precedence constraints
can also be described.
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A permutation of all columns (vertex-vehicle assignments) is transformed to a
feasible schedule using a Simple Append Heuristic successively. The correspond-
ing vertex i of the current column is scheduled to the route end of the assigned
vehicles. For every vertex j, the arrival time is determined as ajk = dij+hi+Tik,
where i denotes the predecessor of vertex j within route k. Given that the first
vertex is added to an empty route, we fix aik = max (ei, d0i).

As an operation can not start before the corresponding earliest possible start
ei, we set Tik = max(aik, ei) ∀i ∈ NR. In the case of synchronization require-
ments we determine Tik = Til = max(aik, ail, ei) ∀i ∈ NS . This procedure is
repeated iteratively for all columns c until the last column (vertex) is processed.
Since Θ encode a complete solution and neither duration nor waiting times are
part of the objective, optimality is guaranteed, providing unlimited computa-
tion time of the GA. Note, due to the simplification as to the computation of
the start times this procedure is still a heuristic. Our experimental studies have
shown that the ability of this proceeding to minimize route duration and waiting
time is poorly evolved. However, our approach to determine the operation start
times as early as possible does not differ from the most common heuristics in the
context of the VRPTW. This is because this method is the most promising to
obtain time window compliance. Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed in any case
that the start time of each operation can be terminated before the latest possible
start time li of the associated vertex i.

In contrast to Mankowska et al. [19], the benchmark instances of Bredström
and Rönnqvist [6] include hard time windows. Regarding the operation start
time, an additional procedure is necessary to obtain feasibility. So we check if
Tik ≤ li ∀i ∈ N . For violation issues, the concerned vertex is skipped and remains
in the set U ⊂ N of unscheduled vertices for the moment.

After the complete processing of the permutation or solution representation,
respectively, an insertion heuristic is used to assign every unscheduled vertex
u ∈ U ⊂ N to one or two (if u ∈ NS) vehicle(s). The aim is to find the best
insertion position for every u ∈ U so that the increase in the overall cost is the
lowest.

4.2 Crossover and mutation

Traditional crossover procedures can be applied to the solution representation in
form of column recombination. Fig. 2 shows an Ordered-Crossover (OX). After
selecting two random parent chromosomes P1 and P2, two randomized crossover
points ζ1 and ζ2 = ζ1 + 1

2 |N | representing column indices within P1 are selected.
The resulting successive partial column sequence is transfered into the offspring
C. For each vertex i denoted by θP1

0c |ζ1 ≤ c ≤ ζ2 within the subsequence we
set a flag to track that these vertex has been transmitted. Subsequently, P2 is
proceeded column by column starting with c = 1. If no flag for the associated
vertex j in θP2

0c has been set yet, the column θP2
•c is copied at the first vacant

position within the offspring C and the transmission flag for j is set. In case
of an already set flag, the column is skipped. To put it simple, the remaining
columns are placed in the offspring C in the same order as they appear in P2.
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P1 7 2 4 3 6 5 1
1 2 1 3 1 3 2
2 - - - 3 - -

ζ1 ζ2

P2 2 4 7 5 3 1 6
1 3 1 3 1 2 1
- - 2 - - - 3

C 2 7 4 3 6 5 1
1 1 1 3 1 3 2
- 2 - - 3 - -

ζ1 ζ2

Fig. 2. Chromosome recombination with OX

Obviously, no new assignments can be created in this way. Therefore mu-
tations are an indispensable part of our Genetic Algorithm. Since the column
entries r1 and r2 remain unchanged during the crossover our mutation operator
focuses on creating new vertex-vehicle assignments. Let i denotes the associated
vertex in θ0c and k, l ∈ Ki denote the assigned vehicles in θ1c and θ2c. Then,
the mutation operator interchange k to k′ ∈ Ki \ {l} or l to l′ ∈ Ki \ {k},
respectively. During our parameter setting we achieved the best results using a
mutation probability of 15 % considering the convergence of the GA, wherein
10 % of the vertex-vehicles assignments where changed. Because the detailed
solution can only be generated from a complete and consecutive permutation,
the mutation feasibility has not been tested. That is, any column crossover and
any possible mutation of the assignment rows can be applied. The observance of
the time windows is only checked within the AH.

4.3 Preprocessing and efficient feasibility testing

The efficient feasibility testing is already subject of several publications [20,26,33].
Nevertheless, these procedures need an adaption to the synchronization con-
straints. Before looking for the best possible insertion of the unscheduled ver-
tices, we calculate the Possible-Push-Forward Pi for every already scheduled
vertex i within route Rk = {ι = 1, ..., |Rk|}, wherein k ∈ K and ι denote the
operation index within Rk. Let ∆Rkι = lRkι−TRkι represent the difference of the
operation start time Ti and the latest possible start time li of vertex i denoted
by operation Rkι. In addition, ∇Rkι = PRkι+1

+ WRkι+1
is the sum of Possible-

Push-Forward of the successor operation Rkι+1 and the waiting time WRkι+1

of operation Rkι+1. Note, since we start from a feasible solution, synchroniza-
tion is already obtained, so Ti can be treated as vehicle independent variable.
However, during the AH for each Rkι ∈ NS the corresponding partner opera-
tion Rlι′ must be safed. The operation pair (Rkι, Rlι′) represents a single vertex
i ∈ NS . The equations (11) and (12) contain the calculation rules to evaluate
the Possible-Push-Forward which determine the maximum postponement of an
operation measured in time.

PRkι = min(∆Rkι ,∇Rkι) ∀Rkι ∈ NR (11)

PRkι = PRlι′ = min(∆Rkι ,∇Rkι ,∇Rlι′ ) ∀(Rkι, Rlι′) ∈ NS (12)
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Note, the Possible-Push-Forward PRkι for the last operation within a route
is equal to ∆Rkι , since the Pd of the depot d is infinity. The whole preprocessing
procedure is shown in figure 3. There are two partial routes R1 and R2 with one
operation pair (R13, R22) ∈ NS whose start time need to be synchronized. We
evaluate every route Rk step-by-step from their last operation up to its first.
Therefore, the parameter ωk denotes the index of the last evaluated operation
within Rk. In our example we start at ω1 = 4 and ω2 = 3. Furthermore we use a
recursive implementation of the algorithm. This special programming technique
breaks down the problem into smaller components. The aim of each component
is to evaluate the Possible-Push-Forward from operation Rkwk up to operation
Rkι|0 < ι ≤ ωk within Rk. If this route segment contains an operation Rkι which
requires a synchronization with operation Rlι′ , the route Rl must be evaluated
from Rlωl up to Rlι′ . So the algorithm is calling itself from an appropriated
Caller-Route to proceed a segment of a Receiver-Route.

eR11 lR11
eR12 lR12

eR13 lR13
eR14 lR14

R14

lR14 − TR14

R13

PR14

lR13 − TR13

R13R12

PR13

lR12 − TR12

R11

PR12

lR11 − TR11

dR11 R12 dR12 R13
dR13 R14

eR21 lR21
eR22 lR22

eR23 lR23
R23

TR23 − lR23

R22

PR23

TR22 − lR22

R21

PR22

TR21 − lR21

dR21 R22

dR22 R23

WR13

WR13

direction of algorithm

step 1step 3

step 2step 4

Fig. 3. Efficient preprocessing for insertion feasibility testing

In attempt to evaluate R1 from operation R14 up to R11, we encounter op-
eration R13 (step 1) which requires a synchronization with its partner operation
R22 within R2. Consequently, the algorithm is calling itself to proceed route R2

from operation R23 up to R22 (step 2). Afterwards the Possible-Push-Forward
of R13 and R22, respectively, can be determined according to equation (12). If
the algorithm detects another operation pair (Rlι, Rmι′) ∈ NS , which needs to
be synchronized, the algorithm will call itself another time and so on. Note,
since we start from a feasible solution, a consistent ordering of synchronization
vertices is guaranteed, so there is no danger of much recursion (stack overflow).
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That means, within one recursive call stack Rk can only be Caller-Route and
Receiver-Route once, except the first Caller-Route which can never be Receiver-
Route on the same call stack. After synchronization of (R13, R22) ∈ NS , the
original process continues from R13 up to R11 (step 3). Since ω2 = 2, in the final
step we evaluate R2 from operation R22 up to R21 (step 4).

Algorithm 1 Efficient preprocessing

1: initialize: ωk, P[k][ωk] . Indices and Possible-Push-Forwards
2:
3: proceedRegular=[&] (int k, Operation curOp) {
4: P[k][ωk] ← min(∆curOp,∇curOp)
5: ωk ← ωk − 1
6: }
7:
8: proceedSync=[&] (int k, int l, Operation curOp, Operation targetOp) {
9: P[k][ωk]←P[l][ωl]← min(∆curOp,∇curOp,∇targetOp)

10: ωk ← ωk − 1
11: ωl ← ωl − 1
12: }
13:
14: routeSyncAt=[&] (int indexReceiver, int indexCaller, Operation targetOp) {
15: do
16: Operation curOp←Route[indexReceiver ][ωindexReceiver]
17: if curOp ∈ NR then
18: proceedRegular(indexReceiver, curOp)
19: else if curOp ∈ NS and curOp 6= targetOp then
20: routeSyncAt(curOp.k, indexReceiver, curOp)
21: else if curOp ∈ NS and curOp = targetOp then
22: proceedSync(indexCaller, indexReceiver, targetOp)

23: endif
24: while (curOp 6= targetOp)
25: }
26:
27: for k ← 1 to |K| do
28: while ωk ≥ 1 do
29: Operation curOp←Route[k][ωk];
30: if curOp ∈ NR then
31: proceedRegular(k, curOp)
32: else if curOp ∈ NS then
33: routeSyncAt(curOp.l, k, curOp)

34: endif
35: endwhile
36: endfor

A Pseudo-Code implementation of the preprocessing is illustrated in Algo-
rithm 1. There are two auxiliary function proceedRegular (lines 3-6) and pro-
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ceedSync (lines 8-12) which calculate the Possible-Push-Forward according to
equations (11) and (12), respectively, and update the operation index ωk. The
used syntax is based on the definition of lambda functions within C++. Hence,
the [&] implies that the whole scope is accessible within the function by reference,
e.g. the Possible-Push-Forward array initialized in line 1.

The third lambda expression routeSyncAt (line 14-25) represents a recursive
function which proceed a route segment within a receiverRoute. This function
is used by a callerRoute, if information about the Possible-Push-Forward of the
counterpart of targetOp within another route is required. To get to this infor-
mation, it is necessary to iterate from the current index ωk over all associated
operation within the receiverRoute till the equivalent to targetOp is reached. In
doing so, there are three possible cases that can occur. If the operation curOp is
a regular vertex (line 17) the Possible-Push-Forward could easily be determined
by calling proceedRegular. In the second case (line 19), curOp represents a vertex
different from targetOp which requires a synchronization. Consequently, before
the receiverRoute can be further processed, the synchronization between the
receiverRoute and another route must be taken into account. So, the function
routeSyncAt is called recursively. In the third case (line 21), curOp is equivalent
to targetOp, that is to say both operation correspond to the same vertex served
in different routes. If so, the Possible-Push-Forward can be calculated according
to equation (12) by calling the auxiliary function proceedSync. In addition, the
termination criterion of the function is reached.

Finally, the nested loops in lines 27-36 describe the whole algorithm used
in this paper for a preprocessing determining the Possible-Push-Forward. The
total preprocessing has a time complexity of O(|N | − |U | + |K|). Accordingly,
time complexity for the evaluation of the feasibility of an insertion is reduced
to O(1). While inserting an unscheduled vertex u ∈ U , we maintain a queue
which contains all directly and indirectly affected routes. All routes within the
queue require a new preprocessing, before the next unscheduled vertex can be
inserted. As soon as a permissible position for a vertex cannot be determined,
the chromosome repairing fails. In this case, the solution has to be discarded.

4.4 Population development

We halve the population S for an efficient implementation of the GA. One half
SG = {1, . . . , |S|/2} includes the fittest individuals that have been identified so
far, in descending order by their fitness. The other half SB = {1+ |S|/2, . . . , |S|}
contains random solutions created by the GA so far with lower fitness than
the individuals s ∈ SG with the lowest fitness within SG (SG|S|/2). For every
crossover, we take a random element from each set. The resulting offspring s∗ is
mutated with a probability of 15 %. By assuming that the AH and the insertion
heuristics are successful, we first check, if this fitness of s∗ is better than the
fitness of SG|S|/2. If s∗ � SG|S|/2 and s∗ /∈ SG we move SG|S|/2 at a random
position within SB, then s∗ is sorted from behind into SG. If s∗ ≺ SG|S|/2 and
s∗ /∈ SB the offspring s∗ replaces a random element s ∈ SB depending on the
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fitness of s∗ versus the average fitness of SB and a random factor. In both cases
s∗ is discarded, if s∗ ∈ SG or s∗ ∈ SB, respectively.

One drawback of the proposed solution representation Θr×c in section 4.1 is
its redundancy. There are many different matrices encoding the same solution.
Therefore we used the corresponding tour string with delimiter, which could be
easily maintained within the AH. In case of a homogeneous fleet, this approach
cannot ensure a disjunct population, however, it is still useful to avoid a too fast
convergence of the GA.

Algorithm 2 Genetic Algorithm

1: initialize: S from random permutations sorted by fitness
2: initialize: SG← {S1, ..., S|S|/2}
3: initialize: SB ← {S|S|/2+1, ..., S|S|}
4:
5: while terminated = false do
6: Chromosome Θ∗ ←crossover(P1 ∈ SG, P2 ∈ SB)
7: mutate(Θ∗, 0.15)
8: Solution s∗ ←appendHeuristic(Θ∗)
9: if s∗ isFeasible then

10: improveByLS(s∗)
11: if s∗ � SG|S|/2 and s∗ /∈ SG then
12: insertIntoSG(s∗)
13: else if s∗ ≺ SG|S|/2 and s∗ /∈ SB then
14: insertIntoSB(s∗)
15: else
16: discard(s∗)

17: endif
18: else
19: discard(s∗)

20: endif
21: update(terminated)

22: endwhile

The whole sequence of events of the GA is displayed in Algorithm 2. At first
the population sets SG and SB were initialized. Since we use the steady state
approach for our GA, a more differentiated consideration of individual itera-
tions is superfluous. The procedure is carried out until a termination criterion
has been reached (line 5), e.g. a certain amount of solutions has been generated
or a maximum time limit has been exceeded. In each iteration, one individual is
selected from both population halves, representing the parents for the crossover
described in section 2 (line 6). Subsequently, the chromosome encoding Θ∗ mu-
tates with a probability of 15 % (line 7). A detailed solution s∗ determining all
decision variables is created by the AH (line 8). Unless there are any unsched-
uled vertices U = ∅, the solution s∗ is feasible. If so, s∗ is insertedspe into the
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existing population as described above (lines 11 - 17). Finally, the termination
criteria will be updated (line 21).

Since the LS procedures developed by Mankowska et al. [19] can also be
applied to the solution representation introduced in section 4.1, a hybrid imple-
mentation of the GA is also possible. If s∗ is a permissible solution, LS can be
used to improve the fitness before attempting to add s∗ to the existing popu-
lation S (line 10). However, the disadvantage of the approach is that solutions
can still be discarded after a time-consuming improvement. In return, a multi
threaded implementation turns out to be very simple. That means, every time a
LS thread emits the signal to be finished (s∗ was discarded or inserted, respec-
tively), a connected slot of GA thread creates a new offspring s∗ representing
the initial solution for the restart of the LS thread.

5 Computational Results

We divide the computation results into two parts. In the main study we intro-
duce the multi critical objectives applied to the described benchmark instances
of Mankowska et al. [19] and Bredström and Rönnqvist [5]. We use GAMS
24.8/Cplex 12 running on a server with 24 threads Intel Xeon 3.47 GHz and
192 GB RAM to calculate integer solutions F or at least lower bounds LB. We
limit the computing time to 10 h per instance. In doing so, we compare the
determined Cplex results with the proposed GA and the proposed LS proce-
dures of Mankowska et al. [19]. That means a Steepest Descent Search (SDS),
a Merged Neighborhood Search (MN) and a Adaptive Variable Neighborhood
Search (AVN). In addition, we implement a hybrid GA (hGA) which is composed
of the procedures mentioned before. We tested the heuristics on a Intel Quad
Core i5-4670 3.4 GHz and 12 GB RAM, furthermore the runtime is restricted
to one hour. The settings are summarized in table 2.

Table 2. Computation setting

procedure processor threads RAM runtime

Cplex Intel Xeon 3.47 GHz 24 192 GB 10 h

Heuristics Intel i5-4670 3.4 GHz 4 12 GB 1 h

Subsequently, we evaluate the suitability of the heuristic providing differ-
ent weights of the objective terms within a sensitivity analysis. In doing so,
we discover a general weakness to minimize route duration of many heuristic
procedures in the VRPTW context.

5.1 Main study

At first, we solve the Home-Health-Care Routing and Scheduling Problem for-
mulated by Mankowska et al. [19]. Their modeling of a VRPS includes several
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more side constraints like qualifications of vehicles which are simplified within
our modeling by using vehicle and customer subsets (see section 3). However,
we lose the opportunity to serve a vertex twice by one vehicle. But this is only
relevant if precedence is considered. Furthermore they allow time window viola-
tions. The tardiness of a vertex operation Zi, defined in equation (9), plus the
highest observed tardiness within the whole solution Zmax, defined in equation
(10), are included in the objective function (13).

minF → γ1
∑

i∈N∪{o}

∑
k∈Ki

∑
j|(i,j)∈Ak

dijXijk + γ2
∑
i∈N

Zi + γ3Zmax (13)

We generated 10 instances per type (A)-(D) of the described benchmarks of
Mankowska et al. [19], wherein type (A) represents 10, type (B) 25, (C) 50 and
(D) 100 vertices. For the main study we applied an equal weight of the objective
terms γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 1/3. The computational results can be seen in table 3. Bold
column entries represent the best obtained objective value. For every instance
the LS procedures solved the same 200 random initial solutions, provided there
is sufficient time available. The given entries FSDS , FMN and FAVN in table
3 correspond to the objective value of the best solution found, cpu denotes the
required computational time. The same 200 random initial solutions are used as
initial population of the GA and the hGA.

All algorithms find the optimal solution for type (A) within a few seconds.
The GA produces on average slightly better solution quality than the LS pro-
cedures in (B) and (C). However, LS procedures require less computing time.
For every instance type the developed hGA obtains the best observed objective
value. In each instance, for which an optimum could be determined by Cplex,
the corresponding solution was also determined by the hGA. Even in type (D)
the hGA proved to be the most suitable, although the hGA procedure is only
able to complete a few iterations. Nevertheless, the paradigm of evolutionary
development provides more promising solutions than using LS from random ini-
tial solutions. However, using the hGA is no longer applicable for even larger
problem instances with limited run time to one hour.

The solution quality of the stand-alone GA is comparable to the best solution
found for all LS procedures. From a problem size of 100 vertices, the approxima-
tion time of the GA increases significantly. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that the
GA, in contrast to the LS, is not polynomial. The procedure can also be carried
out completely for the largest examined instances. The is not the case with any
other method tested in this publication. Thus, not all 200 initial solution can be
processed by the LS and the hGA shows no signs of an approximation at the
time of termination.

In the second test, we solve 10 instances per type (A’), (B’) and (C’) ac-
cording to Bredström and Rönnqvist [6], which includes 25, 50 and 80 vertices,
respectively. The length of time windows for all vertices i are fixed to 120 minutes
and represent hard constraints according to constraint (8).

In contrast to Bredström and Rönnqvist [6] the objective (15) used here does
not contain terms for preferences and work balance of the vehicles. However, in
order to achieve the goal of a balanced vehicle utilization, we tried to add the
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Table 3. Mankowska et al. [19] benchmarks and objective (13)

F LB cpu FGA cpu FhGA cpu FSDS cpu FMN cpu FAVN cpu
A.0 224.4 224.4 <1 224.4 10 224.4 36 224.4 <1 224.4 <1 224.4 <1
A.1 196.9 196.9 <1 196.9 9 196.9 35 196.9 <1 196.9 <1 196.9 <1
A.2 227.9 227.9 <1 227.9 11 227.9 32 227.9 <1 227.9 <1 227.9 <1
A.3 286.9 286.9 <1 286.9 11 286.9 39 286.9 <1 286.9 <1 286.9 <1
A.4 189.1 189.1 <1 189.1 9 189.1 22 189.1 <1 189.1 <1 189.1 <1
A.5 156.0 156.0 <1 156.0 12 156.0 28 156.0 <1 156.0 <1 156.0 <1
A.6 224.0 224.0 <1 224.0 3 224.0 29 224.0 <1 224.0 <1 224.0 <1
A.7 270.6 270.6 <1 270.6 11 270.6 15 270.6 <1 270.6 <1 270.6 <1
A.8 263.7 263.7 <1 263.7 9 263.7 18 263.7 <1 263.7 <1 263.7 <1
A.9 239.2 239.2 <1 239.2 8 239.2 24 239.2 <1 239.2 <1 239.2 <1
B.0 564.1 564.1 6626 565.1 59 564.1 285 569.9 19 569.1 21 567.7 16
B.1 326.4 326.4 750 326.4 17 326.4 126 344.5 21 338.3 20 348.9 17
B.2 421.2 421.2 119 443.7 57 421.2 771 444.4 23 428.1 24 425.7 18
B.3 482.1 482.1 104 485.9 40 482.1 242 510.4 24 489.0 25 515,8 18
B.4 432.7 432.7 12361 432.7 53 432.7 312 449.7 18 445.2 21 450.9 16
B.5 428.9 428.9 423 431.3 97 428.9 160 438.7 22 437.8 25 451.9 18
B.6 336.3 336.3 3184 341.2 47 336.3 138 340.5 25 347.3 29 345.8 19
B.7 459.9 459.9 7777 459.9 70 459.9 234 474.1 22 461.9 23 472.2 17
B.8 328.2 328.2 1040 331.8 87 328.2 185 339.6 21 338.1 20 354.3 18
B.9 424.9 424.9 94 426.0 80 424.9 73 426.1 25 426.1 24 428.4 20
C.0 - 438.4 36000 725.2 385 628.3 1289 799.5 436 761.8 379 805.5 161
C.1 - 408.5 36000 1360.9 441 1101.0 2824 1432.1 673 1350.2 747 1426.7 456
C.2 1751.5 451.0 36000 612.8 534 579.4 1121 636.9 501 587.4 494 632.0 283
C.3 - 384.0 36000 626.4 126 549.4 769 666.8 439 668.1 431 669.1 263
C.4 - 397.0 36000 636.8 508 575.4 694 658.2 458 655.9 396 696.8 251
C.5 3099.9 443.4 36031 654.7 494 604.2 2657 705.9 391 683.5 422 669.8 259
C.6 - 415.9 36000 650.8 575 548.0 1126 608.8 229 667.5 402 651.1 159
C.7 - 397.8 36000 618.6 972 540.0 726 714.3 839 658.4 393 664.0 200
C.8 - 420.6 36000 661.6 970 574.0 1492 683.5 297 662.2 435 677.6 289
C.9 - 435.2 36000 691.3 467 648.1 1709 796.7 292 784.1 413 772.7 471
D.0 - 496.7 36022 1051.1 2595 973.2 3912 1145.5 3607 1089.0 3660 1174.2 3608
D.1 - 480.2 36016 1079.7 591 968.2 3760 1256.4 3618 1161.9 3663 1237.7 3606
D.2 - 489.6 36076 1126.8 2262 993.3 3645 1170.1 3605 1022.6 3606 1198.9 3602
D.3 - 567.6 36049 1235.2 521 1078.0 3849 1287.7 3642 1235.7 3627 1288.9 3606
D.4 - 510.2 36019 1127.5 1815 1079.1 4033 1361.6 3613 1175.2 3656 1289.9 3626
D.5 - 517.1 36020 1135.6 1849 974.1 3864 1165.8 3657 1094.2 3666 1135.8 3614
D.6 - 447.8 36046 1062.7 1797 927.8 3666 1215.4 3619 1061.5 3622 1176.7 3622
D.7 - 464.8 36017 1066.7 849 938.3 3965 1221.1 3667 1026.0 3626 1088.9 3615
D.8 - 483.2 36020 1028.0 1480 929.2 3698 1050.4 3631 1044.2 3622 1029.4 3610
D.9 - 494.9 36111 1071.7 2779 922.3 3656 1181.8 3614 1061.7 3637 1181.8 3628

term of route duration into the objective. Like mentioned before, the solution
quality of all heuristics is weak when juxtaposed with the objective value. Since
the determination of the operation start times Tik focuses on time windows com-
pliance during the AH, the ability to reduce the route duration and waiting time
is poorly developed (see section 4.1). Another approach to decrease waiting time
and increase utilization is to minimize the fixed costs of used vehicles within the
solution. For a better comparability of the implemented procedure, we decided
to limit our objective (15) to minimize the accumulated distance or travel time,
respectively. That means λ1 = 1 and λ2 = λ3 = 0 within the main study. Other
lambda settings are part of the sensitivity analysis (see section 5.2).
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Lk = Tdk − Tok ∀k ∈ K (14)

minF ′ → λ1

∑
i∈N∪{o}

∑
k∈Ki

∑
j|(i,j)∈Ak

dijXijk + λ2

∑
k∈K

Lk + λ3 · f ·
∑
k∈K

Yk (15)

The computational results are summarized in Table 4. Again, bold entries
represent the best obtained objective value. As in the first test, 200 initial so-
lutions are created from random permutations, which form the starting points
for all heuristics. An interesting observation is that the hard time window con-
straints have different effects on the runtime of the procedures. Since a cheapest
insertion heuristic is included within the chromosome crossover to obtain time
window compliance, the evolutionary methods approximate more quickly. In
contrast to the before mentioned methods, the LS procedures lead to increasing
runtimes. Due to the fact that the solution space is significantly reduced by hard
time windows, even Cplex is able to compute integer solutions for instance with
80 vertices. However, all these effects cannot be attributed solely to hard time
windows, since the benchmark instances differ slightly in many points.

Table 4. Bredström and Rönnqvist [5] benchmarks and objective (15)

F ′ LB cpu F ′GA cpu F ′hGA cpu F ′SDS cpu F ′MN cpu F ′AVN cpu
A’.0 666.4 681.2 <1 666.4 27 666.4 174 698.0 9 689.3 10 699.5 5
A’.1 659.6 659.6 <1 659.6 7 659.6 183 663.7 12 663.7 12 663.7 6
A’.2 704.0 704.0 <1 704.0 10 704.0 190 711.4 11 711.4 11 704.0 5
A’.3 672.0 672.0 <1 672.0 13 672.0 265 683.0 9 683.0 10 683.0 9
A’.4 622.5 622.5 <1 622.5 14 622.5 178 662.2 12 667.2 14 672.5 6
A’.5 757.4 757.4 <1 757.4 11 757.4 188 760.3 9 760.3 9 760.3 4
A’.6 768.9 768.9 <1 768.9 16 768.9 255 796.8 8 814.4 8 839.8 5
A’.7 724.3 724.3 <1 724.3 15 724.3 158 766.3 8 766.3 9 744.4 4
A’.8 618.5 618.5 <1 618.5 16 618.5 233 662.3 8 662.3 8 662.3 5
A’.9 618.5 618.5 <1 618.5 12 618.5 192 640.2 11 635.4 11 647.2 6
B’.0 1141.3 1026.2 36025 1171.8 128 1163.1 2230 1299.0 664 1308.8 907 1401.9 269
B’.1 1212.2 945.0 36000 1175.4 170 1169.9 3602 1330.1 878 1299.8 1100 1350.6 337
B’.2 1367.6 1227.2 36033 1390.4 201 1380.4 3608 1474.3 772 1497.9 1077 1523.7 315
B’.3 1258.9 1088.7 36000 1240.8 96 1210.8 3615 1344.5 790 1334.9 1084 1388.5 294
B’.4 1158.5 1119.3 36027 1158.5 199 1176.3 3606 1279.5 799 1268.6 900 1321.4 241
B’.5 1276.8 1157.5 36000 1287.7 164 1304.0 3603 1710.6 746 1423.2 1020 1467.7 281
B’.6 1285.3 1109.5 36000 1283.9 112 1276.3 3615 1411.8 768 1383.6 1084 1433.3 291
B’.7 1144.4 1047.1 36032 1158.7 129 1144.4 3602 1373.9 754 1308.4 1067 1314.7 303
B’.8 1105.9 1024.9 36021 1129.5 118 1105.9 3209 1684.9 720 1238.7 914 1300.7 281
B’.9 1112.6 804.2 36000 1059.9 170 1043.1 3601 1168.1 825 1141.3 1121 1215.9 344
C’.0 - 1207.4 36210 1632.9 427 2358.9 3663 1970.9 3681 2077.7 3921 2186.7 981
C’.1 - 1280.7 36026 1616.9 768 1795.2 3804 1924.0 3678 1978.7 3616 2137.4 824
C’.2 1727.5 1245.9 36107 1742.9 542 1903.6 3858 2040.1 3499 2032.7 3612 2284.8 955
C’.3 - 1086.6 36154 1681.6 687 1775.3 3677 1936.5 3607 1849.7 3617 1899.8 1084
C’.4 - 1145.5 36092 1653.3 705 1745.6 3822 1899.5 3600 1830.0 3605 1856.6 998
C’.5 - 1172.7 36003 1657.3 1079 1867.3 3782 1967.8 3488 1910.0 3617 2118.0 1072
C’.6 1959.6 1277.6 36055 1830.6 732 1942.7 3630 2042.3 3553 2058.7 3610 2030.1 950
C’.7 - 1169.4 36051 1609.2 617 1737.5 3811 1875.7 3376 1931.3 3613 1951.8 1037
C’.8 1848.8 1260.6 36003 1780.2 686 1953.1 3666 1934.4 3441 2006.5 3603 2225.4 1018
C’.9 - 1246.8 36045 1635.7 628 1829.7 3652 1981.8 3607 1890.8 3601 2038.1 1061

Moreover, the GA and hGA find the best objective values for all instances
of (A’) and (B’). However, the results of the Genetic-Algorithm FGA are very
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close to the entries of FhGA. On the contrary the results show that Local Search
procedures of Mankowska et al. [19] are less suitable for hard time windows. In
instance type (C’) the GA dominates all other procedures in terms of solution
quality and runtime. For a problem size of 100 vertices, the GA proves to be the
dominant method. The GA delivers both the highest solution quality and has
the shortest computing time.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis

We investigate the influence of different weights of the objective terms on solution
quality. In case of Mankowska et al. [19] benchmarks, the instances of type (B)
are solved again for the sole minimization of the individual terms in equation
(13). That means, minimizing the overall distance with γ1 = 1 (γ2 = γ3 = 0),
the accumulated tardiness with γ2 = 1 (γ1 = γ3 = 0) or maximal observed
tardiness with γ3 = 1 (γ1 = γ2 = 0), respectively. The results are shown in table
5. Again F denotes the best obtained objective value of the associated solution
procedure, LB is the lower bound determined by Cplex and cpu represents the
computational time.

Table 5 shows that minimizing the distance term is the most difficult cri-
terion to optimize for commercial solvers. As soon as time window violations
are no longer penalized, the amount of nodes within the branch-and-bound tree
significantly increases. The runtimes of the heuristic procedures remain almost
unchanged in the first scenario compared to the main study. However, apart from
the hGA, the solution quality of all heuristics decrease slightly when the distance
is the only objective criterion. Once again, the hGA proves to be the best heuris-
tic method for a VRPS with soft time window constraint for the latest possible
start, providing enough available computing time.The standalone GA proves to
be inferior to local search methods by Mankowska et al. [19]. Both, the overall
tardiness and the maximum observed tardiness are considered to be relatively
easy to minimize. Each instance is solved to an optimum by all procedures in a
short amount of time.

As one can see from the results in Table 5, the aim to obtain time win-
dow compliance not matter what the price is, requires a much lower computa-
tional effort. This is because we reduced the size of the coordinate system of
the Mankowska et al. [19] benchmarks until all patients or vertices, respectively,
can be operated within one day. For a balance, we reduce the size of the time
windows to 90 minutes. As it can be seen, the instances are now actually on the
verge of admissibility even for hard time window constraints.

We proceed in the same way with the benchmark instances of type (A’)
according to Bredström and Rönnqvist [5]. Since the minimization of the distance
was already part of the main study, the sensitivity analysis is limited to the
minimization of the route duration λ2 = 1 (λ1 = λ3 = 0) or vehicle fixed costs
λ3 = 1 (λ1 = λ2 = 0). The numerical results are presented in table 6.

Table 6 gives some interesting observations. As already mentioned, the opti-
mization potential of the heuristics is limited by the simplified determination of
the operation start time. But also on state-of-art solver, the consideration of tour
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Table 5. Sensitivity analysis Mankowska et al. [19] and objective (13)

Type F LB cpu FGA cpu FhGA cpu FSDS cpu FMN cpu FAVN cpu
D
is
ta

n
c
e
*

B.0 877.7 877.7 4135 960.9 62 877.7 519 945.9 31 943.2 36 991.2 26
B.1 616.8 616.8 5773 655.0 40 616.8 288 708.0 34 655.0 34 691.5 27
B.2 951.1 951.1 22770 1036.7 64 951.1 394 985.7 34 965.9 38 984.9 27
B.3 995.6 995.6 9290 1029.5 199 995.6 441 1085.9 39 1044.7 41 1120.9 29
B.4 899.5 899.5 460 949.4 114 899.5 336 970.7 25 916.3 28 972.4 20
B.5 967.0 922.8 36023 1065.2 309 967.0 596 1043.5 39 1014.2 39 1029.6 29
B.6 745.3 745.3 6075 868.4 91 745.3 216 815.1 39 789.9 42 799.0 29
B.7 882.9 882.9 29600 1012.8 66 882.9 466 926.4 29 920.1 34 882.9 23
B.8 723.9 723.9 5602 767.6 219 723.9 321 758.2 39 758.1 39 795.8 27
B.9 1005.0 976.2 36001 1185.0 41 1005.0 271 1072.6 35 1068.9 36 1056.7 27

T
a
rd

in
e
ss
*
*

B.0 151.4 151.4 132 151.4 21 151.4 65 151.4 28 151.4 32 151.4 26
B.1 0.0 0.0 8 0.0 16 0.0 38 0.0 25 0.0 24 0.0 17
B.2 5.0 5.0 56 5.0 17 5.0 41 5.0 29 5.0 29 5.0 19
B.3 0.0 0.0 11 0.0 21 0.0 91 0.0 34 0.0 34 0.0 24
B.4 19.6 19.6 27 19.6 17 19.6 42 19.6 24 19.6 25 19.6 19
B.5 0.0 0.0 9 0.0 23 0.0 80 0.0 34 0.0 35 0.0 25
B.6 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 21 0.0 100 0.0 34 0.0 39 0.0 35
B.7 0.0 0.0 11 0.0 16 0.0 43 0.0 27 0.0 28 0.0 28
B.8 0.0 0.0 25 0.0 19 0.0 16 0.0 7 0.0 35 0.0 35
B.9 0.0 0.0 9 0.0 15 0.0 42 0.0 29 0.0 27 0.0 20

M
a
x
T
a
rd

in
e
ss
*
*
*

B.0 104.1 104.1 35 104.1 20 104.1 67 104.1 7 104.1 33 104.1 23
B.1 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 16 0.0 47 0.0 29 0.0 34 0.0 24
B.2 5.0 5.0 23 5.0 17 5.0 54 5.0 8 5.0 41 5.0 26
B.3 0.0 0.0 23 0.0 21 0.0 89 0.0 9 0.0 52 0.0 32
B.4 19.6 19.6 28 19.6 17 19.6 42 19.6 35 19.6 37 19.6 26
B.5 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 23 0.0 65 0.0 8 0.0 44 0.0 29
B.6 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 19 0.0 94 0.0 7 0.0 53 0.0 30
B.7 0.0 0.0 13 0.0 16 0.0 48 0.0 7 0.0 43 0.0 27
B.8 0.0 0.0 15 0.0 15 0.0 66 0.0 6 0.0 37 0.0 22
B.9 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 15 0.0 42 0.0 23 0.0 42 0.0 28

* γ1 = 1, γ2 = γ3 = 0
** γ2 = 1, γ1 = γ3 = 0
*** γ3 = 1, γ1 = γ2 = 0

duration has a significant impact. However, finding good solutions is less difficult
than testing for optimality. That means, the reduction of the relative gap is asso-
ciated with a disproportional amount of time. In comparison to the main study,
it becomes clear that minimizing the distance in a VRPS with hard time window
constraints is a comparatively easy optimization problem. Since duration is the
only objective term, all heuristics are far away from the optimum for the first
time, however, the evolutionary algorithms obtain the higher solution quality.
All mentioned heuristics are limited by the AH as construction method. For
the minimization of route duration a more sophisticated construction method or
repair algorithms are required.

Since at least two vehicles are required to proceed a synchronization vertex
and the total amount of available vehicles in A’ are 4 the problem to minimize
the vehicle counter becomes trivial. However, none of the heuristic methods has
an operator to reduce the number of vehicles. This is particularly evident in the
LS. In 50 % of the cases the Local-Search is not able to find the optimum. This
can be easily be justified because the LS procedure can only eliminate routes that
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Table 6. Sensitivity analysis Bredström and Rönnqvist [5] and objective (15)

Type F ′ LB cpu F ′GA cpu F ′hGA cpu F ′SDS cpu F ′MN cpu F ′AVN cpu
D
u
ra

ti
o
n
*

A’.0 1239.6 541.1 36001 1301.4 27 1301.4 405 1418.4 7 1399.8 8 1399.8 4
A’.1 1181.5 544.4 36003 1262.6 28 1262.6 181 1343.8 6 1343.8 6 1369.5 3
A’.2 1378.9 780.9 36005 1495.3 18 1495.3 342 1620.5 7 1620.5 8 1620.5 4
A’.3 1206.1 346.3 36030 1366.1 27 1297.3 313 1366.1 5 1390.0 7 1390.0 4
A’.4 1227.8 326.7 36021 1315.2 38 1315.2 430 1398.0 9 1398.0 9 1398.0 5
A’.5 1330.8 766.9 36039 1382.2 13 1382.2 213 1451.4 6 1445.4 7 1426.5 4
A’.6 1345.7 1209.5 36001 1445.3 36 1452.6 492 1547.6 5 1547.6 5 1644.3 4
A’.7 1262-9 690.5 36007 1315.4 12 1308.8 139 1375.9 5 1375.9 6 1375.9 3
A’.8 1101.6 548.2 36022 1224.5 14 1224.5 156 1385.9 5 1338.5 5 1421.5 3
A’.9 1105.0 450.5 36035 1155.9 18 1155.3 348 1290.0 8 1290.0 8 1290.0 4

V
e
h
ic
le

C
o
u
n
te
r*

*

A’.0 300.0 300.0 5 300.0 15 300.0 90 300.0 2 300.0 2 300.0 2
A’.1 300.0 300.0 24 300.0 10 300.0 43 400.0 2 400.0 2 400.0 2
A’.2 300.0 300.0 6 300.0 11 300.0 44 300.0 2 300.0 2 300.0 2
A’.3 300.0 300.0 21 300.0 13 300.0 90 400.0 2 400.0 2 400.0 2
A’.4 300.0 300.0 4 300.0 11 300.0 44 300.0 2 300.0 2 300.0 2
A’.5 300.0 300.0 34 300.0 14 300.0 86 400.0 2 400.0 2 400.0 2
A’.6 300.0 300.0 3 300.0 13 300.0 44 300.0 2 300.0 2 300.0 2
A’.7 300.0 300.0 7 300.0 16 300.0 91 400.0 2 400.0 2 400.0 2
A’.8 300.0 300.0 23 300.0 6 300.0 45 400.0 2 400.0 2 400.0 2
A’.9 300.0 300.0 89 300.0 13 300.0 92 300.0 2 300.0 2 300.0 2

* λ2 = 1, λ1 = λ3 = 0
** λ3 = 1, λ1 = λ2 = 0

contain only one vertex. If the initial solution does not contain such a route, the
procedures stops after the first iteration, since there is no other objective term
which can be optimized. Therefore, a minimization of the number of vehicles
is pure coincidence. In principle, the same applies to the evolutionary methods,
but due to the large population compared to the solution space in the scenario,
they were able to determine the optimal solutions.

6 Conclusion

We successfully applied the first Genetic Algorithm to the VRP with temporal
synchronization constraints using a permutation of the vertices as chromosome
decoding. The presented method has been designed for both soft and hard time
window constraints. In doing so, we introduced an efficient preprocessing for
feasibility checks to obtain hard time window constraints. To evaluate the pro-
cedure, we compare it with the Local-Search procedures by Mankowska et al.
[19]. As part of this, we also implement a hybrid metaheuristic hGA, which is a
combination of GA and LS.

The results for soft time window constraints show that GA, especially the hy-
brid design, is a promising solution approach. For all instances, hGA determines
the solution with the best objective value. These solutions always corresponded
to the optimum, providing Cplex could determine this. For the other instances,
the average savings compared to the LS is about 10 %. A disadvantage of the
hGA is that the maximum problem size is limited to 100 vertices. The solution
quality of the standalone GA can also keep up with the LS, but longer runtimes
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are necessary. In addition, it turns out that the GA approximates very slowly
for larger problem sizes (in case of soft time window constraints).

In case of hard time window constraints, the evolutionary metaheuristics
GA and hGA dominates LS procedures. Even for instances with 50 vertices the
deviation on average is not more than 5 % off the optimum. But even at 100
vertices, the solution quality of the evolutionary methods proved to be consider-
ably higher than in the LS. Since cheapest insertion heuristic is used to obtain
time window compliance if a violation occurs, the approximation of the GA is
significantly increased. It is therefore possible that the GA can solve even larger
instances within one hour, providing hard time window constraints.

Moreover, we uncovered a blind spot of heuristic procedure minimizing the
duration for the VRPS. As far as we know, there are no operators specifically
designed to minimize the duration of the tour. Even commercial solvers fail to
minimize the route duration. Although the GA and hGA achieved the highest
solution quality among the heuristics, but are far away from the optimum. Our
goal is to try to tackle this problem in future research. In doing so, we intend
to include a modification of the matheuristic by Bredström and Rönnqvist [6] in
the computational study. Based on fixed routing variables, the solver should be
able to reduce the tour duration, even if no optimality can be guaranteed.

According to the results presented, evolutionary methods appear to be quite
promising. Similar procedures to the proposed GA using a traditional TSP chro-
mosome encoding are possible. For decoding a AH introduced by Labadie et al.
[15] or Li et al. [16] can be used. But also Particle-Swarm-Optimization, which to
the best of our knowledge has not yet been applied to the VRPS, are conceivable
for both solution representations.
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